
R4717072
 Fuengirola

REF# R4717072 64.800 €

BEDS

3

BATHS

1

BUILT

62 m²

OCCUPIED PROPERTY. SPECIAL FOR INVESTORS. The property is sold without the Seller being aware
of the current state of conservation, occupancy status, lease, services, and supplies. Unable to visit the
interior. Photographs may not correspond to the current state of the property. Your new home awaits you in
the heart of Fuengirola! For sale, this charming 62 m² apartment offers a unique opportunity to live in one of
the most privileged locations in the town. With a perfect distribution, it consists of a cozy living-dining room
that invites relaxation, a functional kitchen that adapts to your needs, three comfortable bedrooms for
peaceful rest, a bathroom, and a terrace that provides you with an outdoor space to enjoy special moments.
The location is unbeatable, located in the center of Fuengirola, you will have everything you need at your
fingertips. From shops and restaurants to schools and excellent transportation connections, this apartment
offers you the convenience of urban life in a vibrant environment. Don't miss the opportunity to make this
wonderful home yours. Contact us now and discover how you can start a new chapter of your life in this
charming apartment in the heart of Fuengirola. We're waiting to show you your next home! Middle Floor
Apartment, Fuengirola, Costa del Sol. 3 Bedrooms, 1 Bathroom, Built 62 m². Setting : Town, Close To Port,
Close To Shops, Close To Sea. Orientation : South. Features : Lift, Private Terrace. Kitchen : Not Fitted.
Utilities : Electricity, Drinkable Water. Category : Bargain, Beachfront, Cheap, Distressed, Investment,
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Luxury, Repossession.
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